COMPANY OVERVIEW

Cecence's technology delivers industrialised
production and practical design for the
manufacture of composite components
Enabling an efficient approach to lightweighting, FST compliance and
sustainability by using advanced technologies for composite
manufacture, product development, design and engineering.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Founded in Jan 2014 the company has ambitiously grown
into a 24,000 sqft facility on Hants/ Wilts border
Consistently reinvesting in our facility for research and
development and production capability.
Cecence set out to develop ground-breaking products
using lightweight composite materials, knowing that fast
process FST compliant materials would be the key to
gaining a foothold in the mass transportation sectors.
The founders have a wealth of development, innovation
and production experience from Grand Prix Yachting and
F1 sectors and applied that knowledge and experience to
aerospace and rail.
As the company grew it rapidly evolved from a problemsolving engineering & design house, to a material
solutions provider and full serial production manufacturer.
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CO M P O S I T E M A N U FAC T U R E
Cemented as the go-to problem solvers and material
behavior experts, while delivering proven cost-efficient
manufacturing technologies and processes
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M A S S T R A N S P O RTAT I O N
Cecence founded with ambition to enter mass
transportation sectors offering groundbreaking
FST compliant materials and industrialised
approach to production
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M A R I N E & F1 I N D U S T RY
Founders established as pioneers in
engineering & composite problem solving –
specifically F1 tethers and carbon fibre yacht
masts and rigging

CECENCE TECHNOLOGY
MANUFACTURING
Facilities and equipment for volume production.
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Prototyping and low volume manufacture.
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DESIGN & ENGINEERING
Problem solving, innovation and design for manufacture.
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MANUFACTURING
Materials and process optimisation
Bespoke manufacturing equipment
PRE-PRODUCTION
Capability optimisation
Plant and equipment design and supply
Manufacturing line design and set up service
VALIDATION
NDT Testing
Use appropriate certification
External verification
Concept validation service
PROTOTYPING
Preliminary testing
Detailed design service
Prototype manufacture
IDEA
Concept to design service
Concept feasibility study
Materials research
Production option comparisons

*End to end TRL support

MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient, repeatable production
Snap-cure processing
Process optimisation
Proven monthly delivery: 1k+ units
High level quality certifications
‘Right First Time’ environment
KPI measurements
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
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Sustainability
Recycled carbon fibre
Natural fibres
Bio materials
HIC compliance
FST compliance
Resin development
Processing technology
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DESIGN & ENGINEERING
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Recognised industry leading innovator
Efficient design for manufacture
Advanced accumulation of knowledge
Focused on right fibre, right application
Certification compliance
Weight optimisation
Balanced theoretical approach
Rapid in-house prototyping
Accelerated load and NDT testing
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WORKING EXAMPLES
CECENCE EXAMPLES OF COMPOSITE MANUFACTURE AND
ENGINEERING IN INDUSTRY

AEROSPACE
ALL COMPOSITE SEAT BACK
The first ever fully composite seat-back to
achieve Airbus line-fit approval - meeting 16g
requirements & full FST compliance. Engineering a
material that would meet structural requirements
& allow for snap cure hot compression molding –
dramatically cutting production time. This is now
in-flight with a national carrier.

AIRCRAFT SEAT FOOTREST
Cecence developed and produced a
carbon fibre footrest saving weight and space
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RAIL
CARBON OVERHEAD LINE EQUIPMENT
Award winning all composite catenary system
for overhead electrification of light rail saving
£1m/10km of straight-line installation
COMPOSITE PANELS FOR RAIL INTERIORS
Panels for rail floorboards and interior paneling
UNIVERSAL PLATFORM RAMP
Station ramp prototype for PRM passengers
with a design brief to achieve improved
passenger experience
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SUSTAINABILITY
CORRUGATED HEMP BUILDING PANELS
A hemp fibre based corrugated sheet that can be
used for both exterior and interior wall cladding a natural alternative to corrugated steel, PVC,
bitumen and cement

RECYCLED CARBON FIBRE AEROSPACE
INTERIORS
Funded development project incorporating
recycled carbon fibre with bio resins for
aerospace interior structural panels
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SUSTAINABILITY continued
HEMP TRAYS
Service trays for clubs and hotels made from
100% natural fibres and bio resin
BIO COMPOSITE BUILDING SYSTEM
Development and prototyping of structural biocomposite system for construction (Hemposite)
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https://margentfarm.com/
https://parnall.net

TEDxLondonBusinessSchool | Hempen Homespuns | Steve Barron
TEDxCharlottesville | Building with hemp | Joni Lane
TEDxGreensboro | Industrial Hemp: transformation for NC agriculture? | Jack Whitley
TEDxSeattle | Hemp holds the key to a sustainable future | Amy Ansel
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SPACE
SMART TANK
Prototype for a composite fuel tank with
the ability to measure fuel levels at zero gravity.
SATELLITE PANELS
Universal application of composites for satellite
components to withstand diverse temperature
fluctuations and in weight saving.
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PERFORMANCE SPORTS
COMPETITIVE CYCLING
Cecence works with a speed cycling specialist to
optimize their bike components. Initial
prototyping and final production development
was completed within 10 days of initial enquiry.
Components are in active use and are shown to
actively enhance competitor performance. The
company is now extending their product portfolio
with Cecence for further optimisation.
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DEFENCE
FASCINES
Development of prototype lightweight
composite fascines that double the gap
crossing capability of the British Army's
armoured engineer tractor, facilitating the
manoeuvrability of armoured battlegroups.
BALLISTIC PROTECTION
Development of lightweight, modular ballistic
panels to enhance the protection available to
dismounted personnel and vehicles.
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CABLES
UNIPART RAIL
Cecence enhanced their initial cabling
development from 2014 to demonstrate that
wire cables could and should be replaced
with lightweight composite tethers
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Cecence now has two lengths
of tethers available in the Unipart catalogue.
Image area 2

WHAT THE INDUSTRY SAYS
CLIENT AND INDUSTRY ENDORSEMENT

CUSTOMER AND PARTNER QUOTES
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“Cecence have enabled us to do things completely differently – their help with innovation,
design and build of our new products has been first class” Andrew Hunt CEO - Atout Process
“Cecence was able to rapidly respond to our needs, and with their innovative thinking was able
to quickly develop a solution for us that we’ve now taken into production” Frazer Barnes MD ELG Carbon Fibre
“Working with Cecence was a refreshing experience which coupled innovation with a committed
collaborative approach, that ultimately led to a considerable improvement in project
performance” Eddie Blackett Innovation Manager – Formula Rail
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“Moulding Cecence’s range of materials leads to exceptionally short cycle times, while providing
the end user with an affordable high-quality part” Lionel Schaal Key Accounts Manager –
RocTool

AWARDS

Composites

Trade Association

Member Company
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Winner: 2019 Composites UK Award for “Innovation in Design” for the development of a
carbon fibre overhead line cable and support system
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Winner: 2019 JEC World Innovation Awards for the rapid manufacturing of a fully composite
aerospace seatback
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Winner: 2018 South Wilts Business of the Year Manufacturing Award for excellence in
production of aerospace components and rapid turnaround from prototype to product
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Winner: 2015 “Innovation In The Environment” Award by Modern Railways for the concept
of a carbon fibre overhead line catenary system

CONTACT
PHONE
+44 (0)1264 781115
EMAIL
jaffa@cecence.com

APPENDICES
FACILITY & MATERIALS

FACILITY
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION SUPPORT

FINISHING EQUIPMENT

• Hot Pressing

• Mills

• 5 Axis twin pallet CNC machining

• Flatbed Pressing

• Lathes

• 3 Axis CNC router

• Infusion Machinery

• Bandsaws

• Trimming

• Composite autoclave

• Mixing equipment

• Filament Winder

• Surface prep equipment

• Vacuum Pump

• Compressors

• Stand-alone curing ovens

• Resin de-gassers

• Vac form tables

• Indicative testing
• Controlled environment

FOOTPRINT
• 24,000 sq ft

MATERIAL PORTFOLIO
RESINS

FIBRES

Thermoset resins
• Phenolic pre-preg (REACH compliant)
• Std epoxy (where only vertical burn
performance is required)
• Low smoke epoxy (LSEP)
• Bio-resin (PFA)

• Carbon fibre

Thermoplastic resins
• K-Series
• KFR-System (FST compliant Aero
interiors)
• Other materials in development

• Recycled Carbon

• Glass fibre (E-glass and S2)

• Kevlar (and other Aramids)
• Other high tensile fibres (Spectra,
Dyneema, Technora, Zylon (PBO))
• Natural fibres (Hemp, Flax)
• Woven cloth
• Chopped fibre
• Uni-directional tape

